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Why does 
ID matter?

Empowerment

Resilience

Growth

Aadhaar e-KYC contributed to 

increasing financial inclusion from 

35% in 2011 to 80% in 2017

Diia has enabled Ukraine to keep 

public services running online 

and has helped refugees

Singpass APIs have unlocked 

innovation in new products and 

services in the digital economy



Global platforms e.g. 

Principles on ID + 

knowledge exchange

Original research, e.g. 

global ID gap

estimate + case studiesThe World 
Bank’s ID4D 
initiative

55+ countries 
receiving TA +

capacity-building

$2.4+ billion
in IDA/IBRD and co-funding 

for deployment of digital ID 

systems in 40+ countries

Partnerships and investments in the World Bank-hosted ID4D Multi-Donor Platform

Previously



Fayda ID Pilot 

Registration in 

Ethiopia

Priority IDP 

registration in 

Mozambique



New Digital ID 

application being 

piloted in Jambi, 

Indonesia

Bank account opening 

paired with ID registration 

in Philippines



Countries are 
at different 
levels of 
maturity – and 
have different 
approaches

Digital ID for online 

transactions

Integration into 

services

Foundational ID 

systems 

Institutional and legal enablers and safeguards

Centralized Federated Decentralized



Significant access gaps exist

Only 75 countries (50 

of which are high-

income) provide 

official forms of digital 

identity, including 

through federated 

architectures

181 out of 198 

countries have a 

foundational ID with 

records stored in 

digital format

At least 133 support some form of 

digital identity verification or 

authentication, but the method, 

functionality, availability, and use of 

these services—along with levels of 

assurance and data protection they 

provide—varies substantially. 



How ID 
enables 
other DPI

Strengthens the 

integrity of 

payments

Empowers with 

consent and control 

over personal data

Data sharingPayments

Identity

Enables use of data 

for access to 

financial services



The G20 has an exceptional opportunity 
to support rights-based, inclusive, 

secure, and interoperable digital ID + DPI

Scale up financing and 

technical assistance

Develop norms and 

common frameworks

Build foundations for 

cross-border uses
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